Loosen the grip, but don’t let go...

5 Tips to help you, help your student navigate their academic college experience:

• Encourage
• Advising
• Opportunities
• Learn
• Advocate
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Encourage

• Resources
• 5 people
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**Advising - You’re taking WHAT?**

- Why Gen Eds are important
- Changing their minds
- Be “IN” the Moment
- Trust the process
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**Opportunities**

- What’s out there?
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**Learn**

- Online campus catalog
- Requirements
- Ask questions
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**Advocate**
- Speak UP!
- Transfer and AP credit
- Access

**Guest Access in PASS and PASSExpress**

**Student Adds Guest**
Student Selects Access Options

Guest Will Receive An Email

Student Will Receive An Email
Revoked Access

Only The Student Can Reinstate Access
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Let’s work together…

• 3 call system